Sodium-glucose Cotransporter-2 Inhibitors as Modulator of Dipeptidyl Peptidase-4 in Diabetes
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ABSTRACT
Background: Genetic disorders such as diabetes have severe implications on human health. Mutation or aberrant activity of different proteins are associated with diabetes. The hyperactivation of the peptidase function of dipeptidyl peptidase-4 (DPP4) strongly correlates with the elevated level of blood glucose in diabetic patients. Aim: Preventing the activity of DPP4 by small molecule modulators is an excellent approach that proposes to curb the aggressiveness of diabetes. Blocking the DPP4 function quantitatively raises glucagon-like peptide 1 (GLP-1) in the blood that finally lowers the level of glucose in circulating fluids. Materials and Methods: In this study, we have conducted an elaborate investigations of the sequence-based structural properties of DPP4 protein by using various computational methods in order to find protein’s antigenic and drug-binding regions. Results: Using the dataset of sodium-glucose transport protein 2 (SGLT2) inhibitors, we have identified a set of molecules that are predicted to bind DPP4. We have characterized the dipeptide ubenimex as the most potential modulator of DPP4. Conclusion: Based on the findings of current study, we concluded that our study has decoded the inhibitory module of DPP4 by the approach of structure-guided drug identification. Key words: SGLT2, DPP4, Docking, Diabetes, Ubenimex.

INTRODUCTION
Diabetes is a major type of metabolic disorder that results in the accumulation of sugar, mostly glucose in the blood, leading to harmful effects on different organs of the human body. It is one of the significant causes of fatality in various age groups across the world. According to the World Health Organization (WHO) reports, approximately 1.6 million people succumbed to diabetes in 2019, and a population of more than 422 million people is symptomatically affected by this disease. In different reports, it is also referred that diabetes financially overwhelms the medical and medicinal expenses to a whopping amount of USD 727 billion (Muc, Saracen, and Grabska-Liberek, 2018; Saifulsyahira, Salmiah, Juni, and Sciences, 2018). Thus, diabetes remains a major concern in human health, research, and the pharmaceutical industry. The common forms of diabetes in humans are mainly categorized into two different groups based on the insulin-responsive characteristics of the disease. Type-I diabetes, also known as insulin-dependent diabetes, ensues due to perturbations of insulin production and secretion from the beta cells of pancreatic islets. Type-II diabetes, though independent of insulin production, is correlated to the nonresponsive behavior of target cells to insulin stimulus. While genetic factors underscore
both types of diabetes, the manifestation of genetic alterations is exploited at different cellular events. For example, the translational machineries and exocytosis-related proteins of cells are less-to-nonfunctional in type-I diabetes, resulting in malfunctioning of the endocrine system of the pancreas. On the other hand, the effector proteins and signal transducers of insulin, such as insulin receptors, glucose transporters, endocytosis-related proteins, and protein kinases, are nonresponsive to insulin due to mutations and fluctuations in the cellular conditions. In either of the types, the overall effect is hyperglycemia. The molecular mechanisms underlying the induction and progression of diabetes in human is diverse and interconnected. While some environmental effects, such as food, lifestyle habits, and obesity, are correlated to diabetes, it has a strong genetic predisposition. Mutation and expressional abnormalities of certain genes in the sugar catabolism, transport, and reception processes in target cells are involved in the development of diabetes. For example, low expression or functional inactivation of glucose transporters GLUT1, GLUT4, causes increased blood glucose accumulation, which predispose to prediabetic phenotype or type 2 diabetes. Alteration of intracellular metabolic flux also leads to diabetes. Gluconeogenesis, aberrant cellular secretion process and inactive insulin receptors are also reported to perturb the physiological homeostasis of glucose metabolism.

Dipeptidyl peptidase-4 (DPP4) or CD26 is a cell surface-residing serine protease (exopeptidase) that cleaves dipeptides. DPP4 has the specificity for the dipeptides, which contain an alanine or proline in the second amino acid position. DPP4 functions in the intracellular signaling pathways that finally regulate metabolism and cell survival. The involvement of DPP4 in these processes is attributed to its proteolytic activity against growth factors, hormones, and trophic factors. While DPP4 activity is coherently linked to certain types of cancers like leukemia, recent studies have also pointed out the importance of DPP4 in regulating diabetes. The upregulation of DPP4 expression or activity leads to the enhancement of diabetic potential in the patients. On the other hand, reduced activity of DPP4 causes abnormalities of the cell surface receptors that include but are not limited to sugar transporters. A correlation of DPP4 activity is attributed to CD5 function (Connell et al., 2012; Osman, 2018; Rodrigo, Lauret-Braña, and Pérez-Martinez; Sena, Bento, Pereira, Marques, and Seiça, 2013). Therefore, inhibition of DPP4 activity accounts for a promising approach to reducing the glucose accumulation effects in diabetes.

DPP4 inhibitors, a typical class of molecules that lower the blood glucose level, is used as a conventional medication against diabetes. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) have approved several DPP4 and SGLT2 inhibitors for glycemic controls in type-2 diabetes (T2DM). However, some of these drugs have side effects, including genital infections (Cuypers, Mathieu, and Benhalima, 2013; Fadini, Bonora, and Avogaro, 2017; Fala and benefits, 2015). Thus, new formulation on drug repurposing and combinatorial therapy has become more popular to treat the conventional forms of diabetes. Both SGLT2 and DPP4 inhibitors can be utilized to treat T2DM patients who are unresponsive to insulin therapy (Gooßen, Gräber, and metabolism, 2012; Savarese et al., 2016; Singh, Singh, and metabolism, 2016). While different DPP4 inhibitors like vildagliptin and sitagliptin are currently being used to treat T2DM, an investigation on more efficient DPP4 inhibitor is warranted. Therefore, in the present study, we aim to identify modulators of DPP4 from the SGLT2 class of inhibitors. We have used an array of computational approaches to annotate ubenimex as a strong candidate for DPP4 inhibition.

**METHODOLOGY**

**Phylogenetic Analysis**

Homologous sequences of DPP4 were extracted using PHMMER search considering Homo sapiens DPP4 protein (Uniprot ID: P27487) as a query. The non-redundant sequences were then subjected to structure-guided multiple sequence alignment using PROMALS3D. The aligned sequences were then utilized for generating a neighbor-joining phylogenetic tree using Mega. For phylogeny test, the bootstrapping method was utilized (1000 repeats), and the final cladogram in circular view was plotted using Tree View version 1.4.2.

**Sequence feature Calculations**

DPP4 sequences from 5 species, Homo sapiens (P27487), Mus musculus (P28843), Rattus norvegicus (P14740), Gallus gallus (A0A1D5PJA5), and Danio rerio (A0A2R8QSL0) were used to predict secondary structures (using PSIPRED version 4.0, domain organization (InterProScan server), transmembrane helix (TMHMM server) and antigenic region (EMBOSS server). The predictions obtained from different servers were plotted as two-dimensional representations using IBS illustrator.
**Structural feature calculations**

The monomeric structure of DPP4 protein from the known crystal structure of the protein in complex with heterocyclic ligand N7F (PDB ID: 4A5S) was extracted and further used to analyze the structural features. The physicochemical properties such as hydrophobicity and electrostatic potential were calculated utilizing the Pymol plugin (APBS module). The sequence properties such as domain organization and antigenic regions were also plotted onto the structure to understand the protein’s probable docking site.

**Protein preparation for molecular docking**

The monomeric structure from the known crystal structure of DPP4 in complex with heterocyclic ligand N7F (PDB ID: 4A5S) was extracted after removing bound ligand (N7F) and additional cofactors (NAG, MAM, and SO₄). The monomer so obtained was subjected to energy minimization using YASARA online server. The final structure was then utilized for high throughput molecular docking.

**High throughput screening of SGLT2 inhibitors against DPP4**

The basic backbone of the SGLT2 inhibitor known as Phlorizin was used as a query to identify analogous ligands from the Zinc database. The ligands obtained (~450) were categorized as endogenous, metabolic compounds, and natural products, according to the Zinc database. A high throughput screening was performed for all the ligands using the blind docking method on the MTiAutoDock server. The docked poses of the ligand were analyzed using Pymol.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Evolutionary conservation of Human DPP4**

Evolutionary analysis of any protein from a species provides insight into its convergence or divergence with respect to proteins of other species. A phylogenetic tree derived from multiple sequence alignments from different species provides insight into the sequence conservation across the species, and thus the protein can be explored as a probable drug target. The homologous sequences of DPP4 from various species were extracted using Hiden Markov Model-based search against the reference proteome database (PHMMER). The non-redundant sequences so obtained were then subjected to structure-guided multiple sequence alignments using PROMALS3D. It is also pertinent to understand the structural conservation of the target protein and identify the ligand binding sites. The structure-guided alignment of approximately 100 homologous sequences with more than 25% sequence identity was then subjected to phylogenetic analysis. The neighbor-joining tree generated after utilizing the bootstrap method as a test of phylogeny depicts the variation in insertion/deletion across the species (Figure 1). However, DPP4 of five model organisms, i.e., Homo sapiens, Mus musculus, Rattus norvegicus, Gallus gallus, and Danio rerio, are placed equidistant in the cladogram (marked in red), thus indicated variation as well as similarity with each other. Overall, the cladogram depicts a well-conserved protein in terms of structural homogeneity.

The structure-guided multiple sequence alignment (Figure S1) of the model organisms considered from this phylogenetic analysis (i.e., H. sapiens, M. musculus, R. norvegicus, G. gallus, and D. rerio) depicted conservation of the protein with only a few insertion/deletions.

**Sequence features of DPP4 from different species**

It is essential to understand protein’s secondary structure, domain organization, and antigenic regions to identify drug target sites in the protein. To determine that the variability observed through the phylogenetic analysis translates into structural composition/domain organi-
This region also includes amino acids from 5-29, which constitutes the transmembrane region of DPP4, therefore, this high scoring antigenic region (5-40) was not ideal for performing docking analysis against the ligand library. Therefore, additional analysis at the structural level was carried out to identify the probable docking site.

**Physicochemical properties of Human DPP4**

The physicochemical properties were mapped onto the surface of Human DPP4 by using the monomeric structure of Human DPP4, which was extracted from the known crystal structure utilizing PDB ID 4A5S. The protein in this crystal model was present as a dimeric protein bound to ligand (N7F) as well as additional cofactors (NAG, MAM, and SO₄). The monomeric structure was then energy minimized and then analyzed for physicochemical properties such as hydrophobicity and electrostatic potentials. The sequence features obtained were also mapped onto the energy minimized structure of DPP4 to predict the probable regions of ligand binding for high throughput screening through molecular docking.

Figure 3(A) depicts the energy minimized structure of Human DPP4 (40-766) colored according to the secondary structure constitution (α-helices: pink and β-sheets: yellow). They corroborate well with the secondary structure predicted using sequence information. The domains predicted by InterProScan6 were plotted onto the structure (DPPIV_N: green and Peptidase_S9: orange), as shown in Figure 3(B).

Physicochemical properties such as hydrophobicity provide the basis of interaction between the protein and the ligand. A more hydrophobic site is preferred to be the docking site for the ligand over a hydrophilic site. Figure 3(C) depicts the hydrophobicity mapped for each residue on human DPP4 to identify hydrophobic sites (marked red on the protein structure). The electrostatic potential/charge on the surface of the protein also plays a crucial role in determining both the composition as well as the orientation of the ligand in molecular docking studies. Hence, the electrostatic potential of the residues through their three-dimensional arrangement in the crystal structure was calculated and plotted utilizing the APBS plugin in pymol (Figure 3D).

As depicted in Figure 3(D), the distribution of charge is more electronegative (red) on the surface of the protein than electropositive (blue).

The antigenic regions predicted using the EMBOSS plugin were also mapped onto the structure of Human DPP4 to identify the stretch of amino acids that are present together in the three-dimensional space and are also surface-exposed for ligand binding. As depicted in

---

**Figure 2:** Sequence features of DPP4 from different species.

Prediction of sequence features from 5 different species (H. sapiens, M. musculus, R. norvegicus, G. gallus, and D. rerio). Prediction of (i) secondary structure using PSIPRED, (ii) antigenic regions using EMBOSS program, (iii) transmembrane helix, and domain using TMHMM and InterProScan, respectively were plotted as 2D representations using IBS illustrator.
Figure 3(E), 12 of the 35 predicted antigenic regions are present on the protein surface, while 16 of the remaining stretches are less than 10% surface-exposed or are forming cavity in the protein. The seven predicted antigenic regions were found to be completely buried in the core of the protein. The antigenic regions which were fully or partially surface-exposed were more likely to form the binding site for the ligand (marked in blue in Figure 3E).

**High throughput screening of SGLT2 inhibitor analogous ligands against DPP4**

The Zinc database was used to search for analogous of SGLT2 inhibitors to conduct the high throughput ligand-screening against DPP4. The base structure Phlorizin (Zinc ID: ZINC000044021884) was selected, which is experimentally-determined inhibitor against SGLT2, to search for analogous compounds.

Phlorizin is a natural product that was isolated from the bark of apple trees. It is known to reduce the plasma glucose levels by blocking glucose absorption from renal and intestinal cells by inhibiting SGLT1 and SGLT2. Through *in-vitro* studies, it has been established that Phlorizin exhibits Ki values of 140 and 11nM against SGLT1 and SGLT2, respectively. Nearly 500 analogous compounds to Phlorizin were extracted from the Zinc database, which were categorized as either endogenous, metabolites, natural products, or bioactive compounds. These ligands were used to screen against the energy minimized monomeric structure of DPP4 in a blind docking setting using MTiOpen-AutoDock server. Although, predicted antigenic site as well as the physicochemical properties, suggested certain probable regions of the interaction of the ligand with DPP4, a blind method was selected to filter out the best possible conformation. A blind docking method provided, 10 different binding conformations for each of the selected ligands. Hence, Phlorizin was used to dock onto the DPP4 structure to define the search space for the subsequent high throughput screening. Based on the lowest energy conformation obtained using Phlorizin, the docking site was compared with the predicted-antigenic regions for DPP4. The final search space defined by 4 antigenic regions (360-365, 404-420, 431-462 and 464-486), were selected (Figure 4), which were also found to be similar in other species used in this study (Figure S1).

The molecular structure of human DPP4 was obtained from ligand-bound N7F (Figure S2A). It was also found that the ligand-binding region of DPP4 with heterocyclic ligand N7F is different from the predicted binding site for SGLT2 inhibitors (Figure S2B). The residues within 5Å that are involved in the interaction with the ligand were Glu206, Try547, Trp629, and His740 (Figure S2C).
This binding pocket was not in close proximity to the predicted binding site of SGLT2 inhibitors. Thus, indicting a unique interaction of SGLT2 inhibitors with DPP4.

In this study, we have selected Phlorizin as the base compound, therefore, its binding in the predicted binding pocket of DPP4 was analyzed. As depicted in Figure 5 (A), Phlorizin binds to DPP4 in a cavity within the selected docking grid and exhibited binding energy of -10.75 kcal/mol (Table 1). A total of 10 amino acids of DPP4 were found to interact with Phlorizin, i.e. Pro362, His363, Thr365, Leu366, Ala409, Leu410, Thr411, Ser412, Lys463, and Ala465 and were found within 5Å distance (Figure 5B).

Further, approximately 500 compounds from Zinc database were found to have comparable binding energy to DPP4 with respect to Phlorizin in the high-throughput screening. A total of 10 compounds which have highest binding affinity for DPP4 were selected as shown in Table 1.

The best binding energy of -11.3 kcal/mol was observed for the compound commonly known as Neocarthamin. Neocarthamin is an organic compound (flavonoid o-glycoside) extracted as a plant metabolite mainly from safflowers. The residue-based analysis of the docking conformation of Neocarthamin with DPP4 revealed that it has a better lock and key fit in the predicted ligand cavity (Figure 6A). A total of 13 amino acids of DPP4 were identified at a distance less than 5Å from the ligand and are involved in the binding viz, Glu 361, His363, Phe364, Thr365, Leu366, Ala409, Leu410, Thr411, Ser412, Phe461, Lys463, Glu464, and Ala465 (Figure 6B). Of these 13 amino acids, 6 residues were within 3Å distance from the ligand, thus suggesting that Neocarthamin has better binding to DPP4 as compared to Phlorizin.

Notably, the residues that are involved in interaction with Neocarthamin are hydrophobic, charged, and hydroxy amino acids, that resulted in optimal binding of ligand with the protein. Therefore, it is essential to understand the distribution of amino acids and their physicochemical properties for predicting the optimum docking site in the protein.

Notably, the amino acid of DPP4 which were found to interact with Neocarthamin are present in the DPPIV_N domain of the protein which is different from the known active site of this protein, which lies mainly in the Peptidase_S9 domain. The known active site of DPP4 lies in the C terminal (Peptidase_S9 domain) and has been shown to interact with a number of the drug-like compounds.10

Since the binding region of SGLT2 inhibitors to DPP4 is different than other peptidase inhibitors, the flavonoid compounds identified in this study depict a novel interaction which can be investigated further through experimental studies.

**CONCLUSION**

Clustering of sequences can provide essential information on the protein’s structure, function, and modulation. While the evolutionary diversity adds specific signatures to protein regions and domains, the key functional residues are conserved in paralogous and homologous proteins. Identification of such conserved and critical residues in catalytic proteins is important to identify the regions that can be targeted for identification for modulators, that in turn might have therapeutics potential against different diseases. Strategies to combat genetic diseases, such as diabetes, have relied
Table 1: Top 10 ligands which have the highest binding affinity for DPP4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zinc ID</th>
<th>Structural Representation</th>
<th>Binding Energy (kcal/mol)</th>
<th>Common name</th>
<th>Attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ZINC000257551108</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Structural Representation" /></td>
<td>-11.3</td>
<td>Neocarthatin</td>
<td>Endogenous human metabolite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZINC000044021884</td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Structural Representation" /></td>
<td>-10.75</td>
<td>Phlorizin</td>
<td>Known SGLT2 inhibitor through in-vitro studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZINC000100825248</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Structural Representation" /></td>
<td>-10.54</td>
<td>Carthamone</td>
<td>Endogenous human metabolite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZINC000257357328</td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Structural Representation" /></td>
<td>-10.4</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Known SGLT2 inhibitor through in-vitro studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZINC000095579512</td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Structural Representation" /></td>
<td>-10.37</td>
<td>Mahkoside A</td>
<td>Bioactive Natural Product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZINC00014757230</td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Structural Representation" /></td>
<td>-10.3</td>
<td>Kaempferol 5-Glucoside</td>
<td>Endogenous human metabolite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZINC00004098321</td>
<td><img src="image7.png" alt="Structural Representation" /></td>
<td>-10.29</td>
<td>Glycyphyllin</td>
<td>Natural Product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZINC00004252537</td>
<td><img src="image8.png" alt="Structural Representation" /></td>
<td>-10.22</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Known SGLT2 inhibitor through in-vitro studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZINC00014726219</td>
<td><img src="image9.png" alt="Structural Representation" /></td>
<td>-10.2</td>
<td>Chalcono-sakuranetin</td>
<td>Endogenous human metabolite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZINC00031164435</td>
<td><img src="image10.png" alt="Structural Representation" /></td>
<td>-10.11</td>
<td>Asebotin</td>
<td>Natural Product</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
upon identifying small molecule modulators against the proteins that are involved in sugar transport, reception, and metabolism pathways. Since the functional down-regulation of DPP4 is intrinsically associated with the lowering of blood glucose, it is tempting to analyze the sequences of DPP4 proteins from different organisms to comprehend its conserved regions that can be targeted by drugs or chemical modifiers.

In this study, we took a broad-spectrum approach to evaluate the sequence complexity of DPP4 proteins in different organisms, and theoretically rationalize the potential inhibitors against this protein. We leveraged a simple process of dynamic analysis of DPP4 sequences in the comparative graphical format. Our comprehensive analysis of the potential antigenic regions and domains in DPP4 proteins has invaluable significance in predicting the structural determinants that can be targeted for drug development. Our study identifies the sequence-based structural characteristics, such as transmembrane regions, hydrophobic patches, and electrostatic charge interactions in DPP4, that provide precise information of the protein that can be targeted while conceiving its inhibition by antagonistic molecules. Moreover, the results of the phylogenic assessment of DPP4 from different organisms will help in comparative functional and metabolomic analysis. In principle, this study is aimed to accelerate the identification of modulators/inhibitors against DPP4 through a structure-based docking approach. Given the fact that several of the SGLT2 inhibitors are FDA approved for the treatment of type-II diabetes mellitus (T2DM), we analyzed the qualitative and quantitative potential of SGLT2 inhibitors as the potential modulators of DPP4. We took advantage of a high-throughput virtual screening method to identify the most potential modulator of DPP4. We have screened a large number of gliflozins against DPP4 and identified ubenimex has the best binding ligand with the highest free energy of binding and lowest entropic fluctuation in the binding cavity of DPP4. Neocarthamin is a flavonoid plant metabolite that is extracted from safflowers. This organic compound is an analog of Phlorizin, which is a known SGLT2 inhibitor. Both in-vitro and in-vivo studies have determined that flavonoids such as Phlorizin are effective in decreasing the uptake of glucose through renal and intestinal cells. The inactivation of DPP4 by small modulators like Neocarthamin can amplify the inhibitory signals in glucose metabolism. Overall, this study will not only improve the focused structural analysis of human DPP4 protein, but it will also broaden the understanding of the interactions of SGLT2 inhibitors with human DPP4 protein.

In summary, we present a naïve set of results that combine the sequence-based analysis of structural attributes and evolutionary convergence of DPP4 domains in a systematic approach that helped to identify the SGLT2 inhibitor, Neocarthaminas, a strong inhibitor of DPP4.
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